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Red Death
From #1 Wall Street Journal and New York Times
bestselling author Robert Dugoni. Sam Hill always saw
the world through different eyes. Born with red pupils,
he was called "Devil Boy" by his classmates; "God's
will" is what his mother called his ocular albinism. Her
words were of little comfort, but Sam persevered,
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buoyed by his mother's devout faith, his father's
practical wisdom, and his two other misfit friends.
Sam believed it was God who sent Ernie Cantwell, the
only African American kid in his class, to be the friend
he so desperately needed. And that it was God's idea
for Mickie Kennedy to storm into Our Lady of Mercy
like a tornado, uprooting every rule Sam had been
taught about boys and girls. Forty years later, Sam, a
small-town eye doctor, is no longer certain anything
was by design--especially not the tragedy that caused
him to turn his back on his friends, his hometown, and
the life he'd always known. Running from the pain,
eyes closed, served little purpose. Now, as he looks
back on his life, Sam embarks on a journey that will
take him halfway around the world. This time, his
eyes are wide open--bringing into clear view what
changed him, defined him, and made him so afraid,
until he can finally see what truly matters.

The Hunted
A comprehensive reference for the many different
types and methods of compression, including a
detailed and helpful taxonomy, an analysis of the
most common methods, and discussions on their use
and comparative benefits. The presentation is
organized into the main branches of the field: run
length encoding, statistical methods, dictionary-based
methods, image compression, audio compression,
and video compression. Detailed descriptions and
explanations of the most well- known and frequently
used methods are covered in a self-contained fashion,
with an accessible style and technical level for
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specialists and nonspecialists. In short, the book
provides an invaluable reference and guide for all
computer scientists, computer engineers, electrical
engineers, signal/image processing engineers and
other scientists needing a comprehensive compilation
for a broad range of compression methods.

Velocity
From a USA Today–bestselling author: FBI profiler
Karen Vail’s hunt for a serial killer leads her into a
dangerous criminal web—“relentless as a bullet”
(Michael Connelly). After a colleague connects Vail
with covert Department of Defense operative Hector
DeSantos, who has a knack for uncovering difficult-tolocate information, the pair pries loose long-buried
secrets and deceptions that reveal a much-larger
criminal enterprise at work. As Vail squares off
against foes more dangerous than any she has yet
encountered, shocking personal and professional
truths emerge—truths that may be more than she can
handle. In keeping with Alan Jacobson’s page-turning
style, Velocity is a high-octane thriller, a memorable
work rich in believable characters and an intricately
plotted story that’s well-researched and ripped from
today’s headlines. Velocity was named one of the
Strand Magazine’s top ten books for 2010, Suspense
Magazine’s top five thrillers of 2010, Library Journal’s
top five thrillers of the year, and the Los Angeles
Times’ top picks of the year. Velocity is the second
installment of a two-part story that begins with Crush,
book two of the Karen Vail Series.
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Hard Target
Since the publication of the Institute of Medicine (IOM)
report Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust in
2011, there has been an increasing emphasis on
assuring that clinical practice guidelines are
trustworthy, developed in a transparent fashion, and
based on a systematic review of the available
research evidence. To align with the IOM
recommendations and to meet the new requirements
for inclusion of a guideline in the National Guidelines
Clearinghouse of the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (AHRQ), American Psychiatric Association
(APA) has adopted a new process for practice
guideline development. Under this new process APA's
practice guidelines also seek to provide better clinical
utility and usability. Rather than a broad overview of
treatment for a disorder, new practice guidelines
focus on a set of discrete clinical questions of
relevance to an overarching subject area. A
systematic review of evidence is conducted to
address these clinical questions and involves a
detailed assessment of individual studies. The quality
of the overall body of evidence is also rated and is
summarized in the practice guideline. With the new
process, recommendations are determined by
weighing potential benefits and harms of an
intervention in a specific clinical context. Clear,
concise, and actionable recommendation statements
help clinicians to incorporate recommendations into
clinical practice, with the goal of improving quality of
care. The new practice guideline format is also
designed to be more user friendly by dividing
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information into modules on specific clinical
questions. Each module has a consistent organization,
which will assist users in finding clinically useful and
relevant information quickly and easily. This new
edition of the practice guidelines on psychiatric
evaluation for adults is the first set of the APA's
guidelines developed under the new guideline
development process. These guidelines address the
following nine topics, in the context of an initial
psychiatric evaluation: review of psychiatric
symptoms, trauma history, and treatment history;
substance use assessment; assessment of suicide
risk; assessment for risk of aggressive behaviors;
assessment of cultural factors; assessment of medical
health; quantitative assessment; involvement of the
patient in treatment decision making; and
documentation of the psychiatric evaluation. Each
guideline recommends or suggests topics to include
during an initial psychiatric evaluation. Findings from
an expert opinion survey have also been taken into
consideration in making recommendations or
suggestions. In addition to reviewing the available
evidence on psychiatry evaluation, each guideline
also provides guidance to clinicians on implementing
these recommendations to enhance patient care.

Burning Ridge
From a USA Today–bestselling author: FBI profiler
Karen Vail’s hunt for a serial killer leads her into a
dangerous criminal web—“relentless as a bullet”
(Michael Connelly). After a colleague connects Vail
with covert Department of Defense operative Hector
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DeSantos, who has a knack for uncovering difficult-tolocate information, the pair pries loose long-buried
secrets and deceptions that reveal a much-larger
criminal enterprise at work. As Vail squares off
against foes more dangerous than any she has yet
encountered, shocking personal and professional
truths emerge—truths that may be more than she can
handle. In keeping with Alan Jacobson’s page-turning
style, Velocity is a high-octane thriller, a memorable
work rich in believable characters and an intricately
plotted story that’s well-researched and ripped from
today’s headlines. Velocity was named one of the
Strand Magazine’s top ten books for 2010, Suspense
Magazine’s top five thrillers of 2010, Library Journal’s
top five thrillers of the year, and the Los Angeles
Times’ top picks of the year. Velocity is the second
installment of a two-part story that begins with Crush,
book two of the Karen Vail Series.

Bargello Quilts & Beyond
In the USA Today–bestselling author’s “addictive
second Karen Vail thriller,” the FBI profiler tracks a
serial killer through California wine country
(Publishers Weekly). In this follow-up to the standout
bestseller The 7th Victim, Karen Vail ventures to Napa
Valley, where a serial killer has been crushing his
victims’ windpipes and leaving their bodies in caves.
But when the Crush Killer learns that an FBI profiler
has joined the Major Crimes Task Force, the newfound
attention emboldens him, and he sets in motion a
plan that wreaks havoc on the town—as well as the
task force. Although a sudden break in the case helps
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Vail zero in on the identity of the killer, she senses
that something isn’t right. If she doesn’t figure it out
in time, the consequences will be dire. In a rousing
climax that leaves readers breathless, and which
Publishers Weekly termed a “shockeroo ending,” Vail
must pick up the pieces—and clean up the carnage
left behind by the Crush Killer. Meticulously
researched during years of work with the FBI’s
Behavioral Analysis Unit, this high-velocity thriller
from national bestselling author Alan Jacobson
features the kind of edge-of-your-seat ending that
inspired Nelson DeMille to call Jacobson “a hell of a
writer.” Crush is the first installment of a two-part
story that concludes with Velocity, book three in the
Karen Vail Series.

The 7th Victim
Eclipses have long been seen as important celestial
phenomena, whether as omens affecting the future of
kingdoms, or as useful astronomical events to help in
deriving essential parameters for theories of the
motion of the moon and sun. This is the first book to
collect together all presently known records of timed
eclipse observations and predictions from antiquity to
the time of the invention of the telescope. In addition
to cataloguing and assessing the accuracy of the
various records, which come from regions as diverse
as Ancient Mesopotamia, China, and Europe, the
sources in which they are found are described in
detail. Related questions such as what type of clocks
were used to time the observations, how the eclipse
predictions were made, and how these prediction
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schemes were derived from the available
observations are also considered. The results of this
investigation have important consequences for how
we understand the relationship between observation
and theory in early science and the role of astronomy
in early cultures, and will be of interest to historians
of science, astronomers, and ancient and medieval
historians.

False Accusations
"Chireau has written a marvelous text on an
important dimension of African American religious
culture. Expanding beyond the usual focus of
scholarship on Christianity, she describes and
analyzes the world of magical-medical-religious
practice, challenging hallowed distinctions among
"religion" and "magic." Anyone interested in African
American religion will need to reckon seriously with
Chireau's text on conjure."—Albert J. Raboteau,
Princeton University "Deprived of their own traditions
and defined as chattel, enslaved Africans formed a
new orientation in America. Conjuring—operating
alongside of and within both the remnants of African
culture and the acquired traditions of North
America—served as a theoretical and practical mode
of deciphering and divining within this, enabling them
to create an alternate meaning of life in the New
World. Chireau's is the first full-scale treatment of this
important dimension of African American culture and
religion. A wonderful book!"—Charles H. Long,
Professor of History of Religions University of
California, Santa Barbara and author of Significations:
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Signs, Symbols and Images in the Interpretation of
Religion

Spectrum
In Hawaii, FBI agent Karen Vail pursues a killer
without a profile, in this thriller by the USA
Today–bestselling author of The Darkness of Evil.
When Det. Adam Russell of the Honolulu PD
encounters the body of a woman in her sixties—the
second in recent days to inexplicably die of what
seem like natural causes—he reaches out to Karen
Vail, the renowned FBI profiler, who hops on the next
plane. But even for someone as fluent in the language
of murder as Vail, this case is hard to read. How were
these women asphyxiated with no signs of trauma?
How can she gather clues or collect evidence when
the killer seems to strike during the briefest casual
encounters? Is this the behavior of a male or a female
perpetrator? And perhaps most terrifying of all, if the
deaths appear so natural at first glance, how many
victims have already been overlooked? Now, as
something cold and dark lurks under the sunny
warmth of this island paradise, Vail must stop a serial
killer as elusive as the breeze . . . “Karen Vail is one
tough character.” —Kathy Reichs, New York
Times–bestselling author “Jacobson should be
mandatory reading for the James Patterson crowd.”
—Library Journal “A unique and imaginative plot filled
with witty dialogue and page-turning intrigue.”
—Catherine Coulter, New York Times–bestselling
author
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Sleepover at the Museum
“One of the best thrillers I have read this year.”
--Books and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary)
In this follow up to book #1 (AGENT ZERO) in the
Agent Zero spy series, TARGET ZERO (Book #2) takes
us on another wild, action-packed ride across Europe
as elite CIA agent Kent Steele is summoned to stop a
biological weapon before it devastates the world—all
while grappling with his own memory loss. Life returns
only fleetingly back to normal for Kent before he finds
himself summoned by the CIA to hunt down terrorists
and stop another international crisis—this one even
more potentially devastating than the last. Yet with
an assassin hunting him down, a conspiracy within,
moles all around him and with a lover he can barely
trust, Kent is setup to fail. His memory is quickly
returning, though, and with it, flashes into the secrets
of who he was, what he’d discovered, and why they
are after him. His own identity, he realizes, may be
the most perilous secret of all. TARGET ZERO is an
espionage thriller that will keep you turning pages
late into the night. “Thriller writing at its best.”
--Midwest Book Review (re Any Means Necessary)
Also available is Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE
STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which begins with
Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download
with over 800 five star reviews!

Cold Lake
This text gives students a framework for their
comparative study of religion that includes full, inPage 10/30
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depth descriptions of each ''way of being religious.''

No Way Out
FBI profiler Karen Vail is on the hunt for an escaped
serial killer in the latest jaw-dropping thriller from USA
Today–bestselling author Alan Jacobson. Jasmine
Marcks was a teenager when she discovered her
father was a killer. First, there was the strip of bloody
duct tape; then, the bloodstain on his shirt; and
finally, the long nights away from home that always
coincided with gruesome deaths. Roscoe Lee Marcks
killed fourteen people before he was finally put
behind bars. But as renowned FBI agent Karen Vail
soon learns, Marcks’s reign of terror isn’t over yet.
After writing a book about growing up as the child of a
serial killer, Jasmine receives a letter—a single sheet
of paper mailed from the maximum-security prison
Marcks now calls home. The page hides a threatening
message from a father who wants vengeance against
the daughter who turned him in to the police. So
when Marcks breaks out of prison, Agent Vail calls on
a legendary retired profiler to help her find the
escaped convict—and keep him from making Jasmine
his fifteenth victim. Alan Jacobson created Karen
Vail—one of the most compelling heroes in suspense
fiction, earning acclaim from James Patterson, Nelson
DeMille, and Michael Connelly—after seven years of
working with two senior profilers at the Federal
Bureau of Investigation’s legendary Behavioral
Analysis Unit. Over the years, Vail has tangled with
the worst serial killers America has to offer. But none
compares to Roscoe Lee Marcks.
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First Episode Psychosis
After an assassination attempt on the president-elect,
the OPSIG team is on the hunt in this “terrific thriller”
from the USA Today–bestselling author (Lee Child).
Hard Target by Alan Jacobson is a ticking time bomb
that will keep you clinging to the edge of your seat . .
. and turning the pages. An explosion pulverizes the
president-elect’s helicopter on election night. It soon
becomes clear that the group behind the
assassination attempt possesses far greater reach
than the FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force has yet
encountered—and a plot so deeply interwoven in the
country’s fabric that it threatens to upend America’s
political system.

Observations and Predictions of Eclipse
Times by Early Astronomers
The Mother of the Father of our Country. Mary Ball
Washington was an unlikely candidate to be the
mother of history’s most famous revolutionary. In
fact, George Washington’s first fight for independence
was from his controlling, singular mother. Stubborn,
aristocratic Mary Ball Washington was entrenched in
the Old World ways of her ancestors, dismissing the
American experiment even as her son led the
successful rebellion against the crown. During his
youth, ambitious George dove into the hard-scrabble
work of a surveyor and rose through the ranks of the
fledgling colonial army, even as his overprotective
mother tried to discourage these efforts. Mary’s
influence on George was twofold. Though she raised
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her eldest son to become one of the world’s greatest
leaders, Mary also tried many times to hold him back.
While she passed down her strength and individuality
to George, she also sought to protect him from the
risks he needed to take to become a daring general
and president. But it was this resistance itself which
fanned the spark of George’s independence into a
flame. The constant tug of war between the two
throughout the early years helped define George’s
character. In Mary Ball Washington, New York Times
bestselling author Craig Shirley uncovers startling
details about the inner workings of the Washington
family. He vividly brings to life a resilient widow who
singlehandedly raised six children and ran a large
farm at a time when most women’s duties were
relegated to household matters. Throughout, Shirley
compares and contrasts mother and son, illuminating
the qualities they shared and the differences that
divided them. A significant contribution to American
history, Mary Ball Washington is the definitive take on
the relationship between George and Mary
Washington, offering fresh insight into this
extraordinary figure who would shape our
nation—and the woman who shaped him.

How the Internet of Things is Changing
Our Colleges, Our Classrooms, and Our
Students
Embedded technology, that is, computing built into
everyday devices, is all around. Known as the Internet
of Things, embedded sensors in our home, in our
tools, and even in our baseball bats have changed the
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world as we know it. As with every stage of evolution,
leaders have the options to resist, adapt, or to get
ahead of the change.

The Future of Arid Grasslands
An extraordinary cutting-edge suspense novel from
the "king of the pack" (The Washington Times), #1
New York Times bestselling author Frederick Forsyth.
In northern Virginia, a secret agency named TOSA
(Technical Operations Support Activity) has one
mission: to track, find, and kill those so dangerous to
the United States that they are on a short, very closeheld document known as the Kill List. Now a new
name has been added: a terrorist of frightening
effectiveness called the Preacher, who radicalizes
young Muslims living abroad to carry out
assassinations. Unfortunately for him, one of his
targets is a retired Marine general, whose son is
TOSA’s top tracker of men. The Preacher has made it
personal—and now the hunt is on…. From the
Paperback edition.

Graduate Medical Education Directory
The truth emerges one piece at a time. When a
fisherman reels in a plastic bag containing a severed
human head from the depths of Cold Lake, Colorado,
Sheriff David Wolf and his deputies scramble to the
scene, and quickly realize there are more surprises to
be found below. Their grim discoveries reopen a cold
case Wolf's father worked twenty-two years ago, and
Wolf must try to succeed where his father failed
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before him. Wolf has the advantage on his dad,
however, because he has bodies. Lots of them. Amid
sweeping political changes that have his department
and the entire county on edge, Wolf and his deputies
come to the disturbing realization there is a
dangerous serial killer in their midst-one who will stop
at nothing to remain hidden. Can Wolf and his
deputies unveil the truth before someone pays the
ultimate price? This fifth installment of the David Wolf
series is chock-full of suspense, mystery, and action
that will keep you glued to the pages through the final
sentence.

The Extraordinary Life of Sam Hell
As the crisis of capitalism unfolds, the need for
alternatives is felt ever more intensely. The struggle
between radical movements and the forces of
reaction will be merciless. A crucial battlefield, where
the outcome of the crisis will in part be decided, is
that of theory. Over the last twenty-five years, radical
intellectuals across the world have produced
important and innovative ideas. The endeavour to
transform the world without falling into the
catastrophic traps of the past has been a common
element uniting these new approaches. This book –
aimed at both the general reader and the specialist –
offers the first global cartography of the expanding
intellectual field of critical contemporary thought.
More than thirty authors and intellectual currents of
every continent are presented in a clear and succinct
manner. A history of critical thought in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries is also provided, helping
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situate current thinkers in a broader historical and
sociological perspective.

Quantum
During Mason's birthday sleepover at the natural
history museum, friends enjoy a scavenger hunt but
Mason has a hard time choosing the gallery in which
they will sleep. Includes facts about museums and a
list of notable museums that allow sleepovers.

The Darkness of Evil
When a powerful firebomb destroys part of an art
gallery in an exclusive London district, FBI Profiler
Karen Vail is dispatched to England to work with
Scotland Yard. But Vail soon discovers that at the
heart of the bombing lies a 440-year-old manuscript
that holds clues to England's past -- with content is so
explosive that a group of political radicals is bent on
destroying it at all costs.

Resurrecting Cybele
In Hawaii, FBI agent Karen Vail pursues a killer
without a profile, in this thriller by the USA
Today–bestselling author of The Darkness of Evil.
When Det. Adam Russell of the Honolulu PD
encounters the body of a woman in her sixties—the
second in recent days to inexplicably die of what
seem like natural causes—he reaches out to Karen
Vail, the renowned FBI profiler, who hops on the next
plane. But even for someone as fluent in the language
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of murder as Vail, this case is hard to read. How were
these women asphyxiated with no signs of trauma?
How can she gather clues or collect evidence when
the killer seems to strike during the briefest casual
encounters? Is this the behavior of a male or a female
perpetrator? And perhaps most terrifying of all, if the
deaths appear so natural at first glance, how many
victims have already been overlooked? Now, as
something cold and dark lurks under the sunny
warmth of this island paradise, Vail must stop a serial
killer as elusive as the breeze . . . “Karen Vail is one
tough character.” —Kathy Reichs, New York
Times–bestselling author “Jacobson should be
mandatory reading for the James Patterson crowd.”
—Library Journal “A unique and imaginative plot filled
with witty dialogue and page-turning intrigue.”
—Catherine Coulter, New York Times–bestselling
author

Left Hemisphere
FBI profiler Karen Vail is haunted by a serial killer
from her rookie days in a “pulse-pounding” thriller by
a USA Today bestselling author (Providence Journal).
New York City: home to world-renowned museums,
theater, restaurants, iconic sports franchises. Central
Park. Wall Street. And an infamous serial killer who’s
terrorized the Big Apple for decades. The year is 1995
and the NYPD has just graduated a promising new
patrol officer named Karen Vail. The rookie’s first day
on the job is anything but easy when she finds herself
at the crime scene of a young woman murdered in an
unusual manner. Vail is unsure of what she’s looking
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at or what it means—but it’s a case that will weigh on
her mind for nearly twenty years. As the years pass,
Vail’s career takes unexpected twists and turns—as
does the case that’s come to be known as Hades.
Now a skilled FBI profiler, will Vail be in a better
position to catch the killer? Or will Hades prove to be
Karen Vail’s hell on earth? The character who has
captivated readers worldwide—and who won the
praise of literary giants Michael Connelly, James
Patterson, and Nelson DeMille—returns in a story that
captures the experiences that shaped the revered
profiler and made her the top cop she is today.

The Handbook of Science and
Technology Studies
Best Books of 2018, Kings River Life Winner, Next
Generation Indie Book Awards, action-adventure
Winner, Colorado Authors League Awards, Ebook
Fiction Silver Award, IBPA Benjamin Franklin Book
Awards, mystery Bronze Award, Foreword Indies Book
of the Year Awards, mystery Finalist, Colorado Book
Awards, mystery Featuring Mattie Cobb and her K-9
police dog partner Robo, Burning Ridge by critically
acclaimed author Margaret Mizushima is just the treat
for fans of Alex Kava. On a rugged Colorado mountain
ridge, Mattie Cobb and her police dog partner Robo
make a grisly discovery—and become the targets of a
ruthless killer. Colorado’s Redstone Ridge is a place of
extraordinary beauty, but this rugged mountain
wilderness harbors a horrifying secret. When a
charred body is discovered in a shallow grave on the
ridge, officer Mattie Cobb and her K-9 partner Robo
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are called in to spearhead the investigation. But this
is no ordinary crime—and it soon becomes clear that
Mattie has a close personal connection to the dead
man. Joined by local veterinarian Cole Walker, the pair
scours the mountaintop for evidence and makes
another gruesome discovery: the skeletonized
remains of two adults and a child. And then, the
unthinkable happens. Could Mattie become the next
victim in the murderer’s deadly game? A deranged
killer torments Mattie with a litany of dark secrets that
call into question her very identity. As a towering
blaze races across the ridge, Cole and Robo search
desperately for her—but time is running out in
Margaret Mizushima’s fourth spine-tingling Timber
Creek K-9 mystery, Burning Ridge.

Bone and Cartilage Regeneration
The new edition of this popular handbook has been
thoroughly updated to include the latest data
concerning treatment of first-episode patients.
Drawing from their experience, the authors discuss
the presentation and assessment of the first psychotic
episode and review the appropriate use of
antipsychotic agents and psychosocial approaches in
effective management.

Policy Paradox
Since its debut, Policy Paradox has been widely
acclaimed as the most accessible policy text
available.
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Target Zero (An Agent Zero Spy
Thriller—Book #2)
From a USA Today–bestselling author: Three “wild
page-turning” thriller novels of covert operations
around the globe (NPR on The Hunted). The Hunted:
When a woman’s husband mysteriously disappears,
her search uncovers his hidden past involving the FBI,
international assassins, and government secrets that
some will go to great lengths to keep hidden. As The
Hunted hurtles toward a twisting conclusion, nothing
is as it seems. “Impossible to put down” (Library
Journal). Hard Target: The president-elect’s helicopter
is sabotaged in this “terrific thriller” (Lee Child) that
“explodes from the pages” (Vince Flynn) involving an
enigmatic covert operative, an FBI agent with a
mysterious past—and a terror plot unlike any in
history. The Lost Codex: A stolen ancient Biblical
scroll sits at the heart of a modern-day high-stakes
geopolitical conflict in this “masterwork of
international suspense” that ricochets from DC to
Paris to Israel and beyond (Douglas Preston).

Velocity
This invaluable resource discusses clinical
applications with effects and side-effects of
applications of stem cells in bone and cartilage
regeneration. Each chapter is contributed by a preeminent scientist in the field and covers such topics
as skeletal regeneration by mesenchymal stem cells,
clinical improvement of mesenchymal stem cell
injection in injured cartilage and osteoarthritis, Good
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manufacturing practice (GMP), minimal critera of
stem cells for clinical applications, future directions of
the discussed therapies and much more. Bone &
Cartilage Regeneration and the other books in the
Stem Cells in Clinical Applications series will be
invaluable to scientists, researchers, advanced
students and clinicians working in stem cells,
regenerative medicine or tissue engineering.

The OPSIG Team Black Series Books 1–3
"On the eve of a top-secret space mission, Captain
Calli Chase--a NASA pilot, quantum physicist, and
cybercrime investigator-- detects a problem in the
tunnels below a NASA research center. She discovers
dried blood, a missing security badge, a suspicious
suicide. This series of disturbing clues point to Calli's
twin sister Carme, who's been missing for days.
Desperate to avoid disaster and clear her sister's
name, Captain Chase races to find answers to her
twin's erratic conduct. But time is running out, and
she realizes that failure means catastrophe--for both
the space program but for the safety of the entire
nation"--Back cover.

Black Magic
Cybele Moondragon is an unemployed English
graduate student who is disillusioned with her life and
tired of being in debt. She decides to resurrect a
matriarchal cult based on the pagan goddess Cybele
in order to make a lot of money and empower men
and women who are stifled in more traditional,
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patriarchal religions. Cybele is joined in her quest by
her best friend Janus Styx, a Psychology graduate
student who helps with the funding for the cult but,
unknown to Cybele, manipulates vulnerable members
of the cult for his own purposes. Gabriel Anderson is
an undercover investigative reporter who realizes he
can get the inside scoop on the birth of a pagan cult
in Winnipeg and its possible links to eco-terrorism.
Cybele slowly discovers that while she leads
ceremonies in hopes of showing her followers the
path to spiritual enlightenment, Janus is playing a
dangerous game of manipulation with his. Will Cybele
succeed in resurrecting her life and ushering a new
matriarchal religion into the world or will she fall prey
to Janus's machinations and become the scapegoat in
his quest for power and control? You'll have to read
the book to find out.

Six Ways of Being Religious
Visiting 16-year-old "Rat" Perkins at isolated Evenson
boarding school, Maura Isles is astonished to learn
that all of his classmates are survivors of violence and
are being instructed in scientific detective skills, a
discovery that coincides with Jane Rizzoli's
investigation into the murder of a boy's foster family.
By the best-selling author of The Silent Girl. 200,000
first printing. TV tie-in.

Data Compression
The fourth edition of an authoritative overview, with
all new chapters that capture the state of the art in a
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rapidly growing field.

Crush
Million Dollar Quartet’ is the name given to recordings
made on Tuesday December 4, 1956 in the Sun
Record Studios in Memphis, Tennessee. The
recordings were of an impromptu jam session among
Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, and Johnny
Cash.The events of the session. Very few participants
survive. Includes interviews with the drummer and
the sound engineer. A detailed analysis of the music
played – and its relevance to subsequent popular
music. The early lives and careers of the quartet –
where they were in 1956. Relevant social and
economic factors which meant that a massive
audience of young people were keenly looking for a
new kind of music they could call their own. The
“reunions” of surviving members of the quartet. The
emergence of the tapes, first on bootleg and then on
legitimate CDs. The genesis of the stage show and its
reception – the enduring appeal of the music.

The American Psychiatric Association
Practice Guidelines for the Psychiatric
Evaluation of Adults, Third Edition
In this “brilliant” thriller from the USA
Today–bestselling author, ancient biblical documents
are at the center of a devastating terrorist threat
(Jeffery Deaver). In 930 CE, a revered group of
scholars pens the first sanctioned Bible, planting the
seed from which other major religions will grow. But in
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1953, half the manuscript goes missing while being
transported from Syria. Around the same time, in the
foothills of the Dead Sea, an ancient scroll is
discovered—and promptly stolen. Six decades later,
both parchments stand at the heart of a geopolitical
battle between foreign governments and radical
extremists, threatening the lives of millions. With the
American homeland under siege, the president turns
to a team of uniquely trained covert operatives
including FBI profiler Karen Vail, Special Forces
veteran Hector DeSantos, and FBI terrorism expert
Aaron Uziel. Their mission: Find the stolen documents
and capture—or kill—those responsible for unleashing
a coordinated and unprecedented terrorist attack on
US soil. Set in DC, New York, Paris, England, and
Israel, The Lost Codex has been hailed by Douglas
Preston as “a masterwork of international suspense”
and “an outstanding novel."

The Lost Codex
The new edition of the Green Book now blends the
best information from the Graduate Medical Education
Directory AND GMED Companion: An Insider's Guide
to Selecting a Residency Program. This new format
gives medical students all of the necessary tools and
insight to help them to make one of the most
important professional decisions of their careers. By
combining the texts of both of these great resources,
readers have at their fingertips all of the residency
program information, plus residency application and
career planning resources. The updated and
expanded information of the 2006 - 2007 edition
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include: The official listings for residency programs at
more than 1,700 GME teaching institutions
Comprehensive GME program listings, including
program director, address, phone, fax, and e-mail
address Lists certification requirements for 24
medical specialty boards and teaching institutions
that sponsor GME programs Contains 6,500 revisions,
100 new programs, as well as updated certification
requirements and teaching institutions' listings
Information on fellowship/subspecialty programs,
Canadian programs, national medical societies and
medical licensure information This resource is a must
to help guide your residency program selection
process.

Mary Ball Washington
Proceedings of a conf. on the major problems facing
grasslands in arid & semi-arid regions of the U.S. &
Mexico & to seek solutions to those problems.
Grasslands in many parts of the Southwest & northern
Mexico are facing serious threats -- from urbanization
& subdivision development to spread of invasive plant
species to conflicts over grazing policy. Target groups
for participation included private landowners, nonprofit groups, government agencies, environmental
advocates, economists, scientists, etc. Emphasized
practical, hands-on mgmt. methods, including time in
grasslands managed under a variety of techniques.

Last to Die
Meet Blackwater USA, the private army that the US
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government has quietly hired to operate in
international war zones and on American soil. Its
contacts run from military and intelligence agencies
to the upper echelons of the White House; it has a
military base, a fleet of aircraft and 20,000 troops, but
since September 2007 the firm has been hit by a
series of scandals that, far from damaging the
company, have led to an unprecedented period of
expansion. This revised and updated edition includes
Scahill's continued investigative work into one of the
outrages of our time: the privatisation of war.

The Kill List
A surgeon charged with double homicide is out to
clear his name in this debut thriller from the USA
Today–bestselling author of the Karen Veil series. Dr.
Phillip Madison has everything: wealth, power, and an
impeccable reputation. But in the pre-dawn hours of a
quiet California suburb, the revered orthopedic
surgeon is charged with double homicide—a coldblooded hit-and-run that has left an innocent young
couple dead. Blood evidence has brought the police to
his door. An eyewitness has placed him at the crime
scene . . . and Madison has no alibi. With his family
torn apart, his career forever damaged, no way to
prove his innocence, and facing life in prison, Madison
hires an investigator to find the person who has
engineered the case against him. As his privileged
world is brought crashing down by a psychotic
seductress, as family and friends abandon him,
Madison’s only hope for vindication rests in revealing
a truth at the heart of a lie. It is a disclosure that
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could cost him more than he ever imagined. False
Accusations is a psychological thriller that instantly
became a national bestseller and launched Alan
Jacobson’s career, a novel that spurred CNN to call
him “one of the brightest stars in the publishing
industry.”

Blackwater
From a national bestselling author: “A classic cat-andmouse with enough twists to enthrall even the most
veteran thriller reader” (David Baldacci). How well do
you really know the person you love? How far would
you go to find out? If there were one person in the
world Dr. Lauren Chambers was sure she could rely
on, it was her husband, Michael. Slowly recovering
from an agoraphobic depression and still prone to
episodes of blinding anxiety, the gifted psychologist
has depended on his love and support. So when
Michael suddenly and mysteriously vanishes, Lauren
once again finds herself balancing on a knife’s edge of
paranoia. Is there more to it than paranoia, though?
Private investigator Nick Bradley believes so. As the
pair takes off on a cross-country journey in search of
answers—a search that yields a series of unsettling
truths about the husband Lauren believed she knew
so well—bestselling author Alan Jacobson sets in
motion a page-turning tale of concealed identities, an
assassin’s vendetta, and murderous revenge. A
master of the shocking twist and the ingenious turn,
Jacobson builds an exhilarating road thriller filled with
hairpin turns and unexpected detours as Lauren
heads for a face-off with the most dangerous secret of
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all: the truth. From the author of False Accusations
and The Lost Codex, this is “a book that is impossible
to put down” (Library Journal).

Red Death
Bargello Quilts & Beyond explores creative
possibilities with a traditional concept. Now quilters
can experience with ease the construction for a
Bargello without the fear of the unknown. This book
explains and demonstrates several updated
techniques to create the traditional look using today's
tools and shortcuts. Bargello Quilts & Beyond will take
the mystery and fear out of "Bargello".

The Million Dollar Quartet
Introducing FBI profiler Karen Vail, who crosses paths
with a Virginia serial killer in the first in the bestselling
series. Special Agent Karen Vail “is a knockout, tough
and brilliant” (Tess Gerritsen). As lead profiler for the
FBI, Vail is spearheading the task force investigation
into a serial killer known as “Dead Eyes,” who’s been
terrorizing Fairfax County, Virginia. What separates
this psychopath from the others is a peculiar
savagery, and an intimate knowledge of the FBI’s
detailed strategy of pursuit. What separates Vail from
her peers is a life that has made her hard and
uncompromising. Recently divorced from an abusive
husband, and in the throes of an ugly custody battle,
she’s also helpless against her mother’s struggle with
Alzheimer’s. But little by little, as Vail’s personal
baggage begins to consume her, the investigation
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threatens to derail. Now she’s weighing her last hope
on a controversial profile. It suggests that the one key
to solving the case lies with the seventh victim. But
that key will also unlock secrets that could destroy
Vail’s career, and expose a truth that even she might
not be strong enough to survive. In compiling his
research for The 7th Victim, Alan Jacobson was
allowed wide-ranging access to the FBI’s behavioral
profiling unit over several years. Named one of the
top five books of the year by Library Journal, it’s “a
quantum leap in terror and suspense . . . A
masterpiece” (New York Times–bestselling author
James Rollins).
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